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CONTRIBUTE TO
CHINESE FUND

The Rotunda

VOLUME XIX

Political Leaders
Name Question;
Representatives
Are Selected
Faculty Advisers
Will Be Chosen

READ AND HEED
EDITORIALS
Kile No.— Z773

FARMVILLK. VIRGINIA, WEDNESDAY. APRIL in. 1910

Y. W. Sponsors
Chinese Fund Drive
World Fellowship Committee
or the Y W. C. A. under the
direction of Martha Whelchel
is sponsoring a drive for contributions to the Far Eastern
Student Fund.
The drive IM-',.UI on Monday,
April 8 and will continue
through Thursday, April 11.
Townspeople are cooperating
with the students in this project.
A booth h.i- been erected In
the hall opposite the town girls
room where contributions can
be made. Elrnora Faison was
in charge of decorations for the
booth.
A Chinese exhibit is on display in the library and a Chinese fashion show was given In
chapel this morning to arouse
interest in the drive.

Purdum Elected
A. K. G. President

Royall To Be
New Secretary

Honor Graduates

Elect Fades, Nelson,
Gibson and Moyer
Ruth Lea Purdum of Danville
was elected president of Alpha
Kappa Oamma at the regular
meeting on Monday night, April
1. to succeed Martha Meade Hardaway.
Dot Eades, of Roanoke. will
serve as rice-president and Caralle Nelson. South Boston, was
chosen secietary.
Pat Oibson, New York City, is
the new treasurer, Jean Moyer,
Portsmouth, will be assistant editor of the Torchbearer. national
publication of the organisation.
Ruth Lea is president of the I
incoming Senior class and she
has served as president of her j
class since her freshman year.
She is a member of Pi Gamma
Mu. Cotillion Club, and Chapel
Committee.
Alpha Kappa Gaiiur.a is a national honor fraternity recognizing leadership and founded here
at S. T. C.

"The present economic and political conditions indicate a MCd
for drastic revision of suffrage
qualifications" is the present party issue which Prances Alvis.
conservative leader. Lorana Moomaw, center leader, and Mary
Mahone. radical leader, with the
help of Dr. J. E. Walmsley. faculty adviser, have selected to be
discussed by the student body for
the political paity set-up now
being instituted on the Farmville
campus.
Party leaders have also announced their particular party
representatives selected by them
with the aid of a committee representing the student body. Conservative representatives will be
Yates Carr. Anne Cock. Thelma
Cou-.tney. Beulah Ettenger. and
Elizabeth Ann Parker: centers
will be Marie Allen. Jean Watts.
Martha Whelchel. a Junior, and
Mary Jane Jolllffe. OUie Orahum
Oilchrist; and radicals, Dorothy Ellen Royall, a sophomore, were
Rollins. Pat whitiock. Harriet elected chairman and secretary of
Cantrell. Elizabeth Kent
Ellen Student Standards Committee for
next year, at a meeting ThursBowen.
Party leaders will select a fac- day. April 4. 1940.
Martha has served on the Stuulty member to work with the
group as adviser In the formation dent Standards Committee her
Allene Overbey. Editor of The
and carrying out of the plat- freshman, sophomore and Junior
years, and has also been a mem- Colonnade, announced the new
form.
ber of the World Fellowship Com- staff for the coming year a.', a
Questions under plan for dismittee of the Y. W. this year. She i meeting conducted In the publicussion involve any question of
is a member of Alpha Phi Signational importance on which ma, and Freshman Commission ; cation office. Wednesday night.
the party groups might naturally and has taken part in plays given April 3.
The new staff heads and 1MU«
divide. New at Farmville. the idea
by the Dramatic Club.
< tants are: Editor. Allene Overbey;
is Intended to train students in
1
Ellen has been on the Student literary editors, Mary Jane Jolthe workings of political organiStandards Committee both her llffe, Harriet Cantrell; poetry edization and parliamentary pro- f'.eshmand and sophomore years
tors. Bess Windham. Dorothy
ceedings Meetings will be open
I Wright. Frances Hudgins: art
fo* attendance and participation
editors. Theodosia MacKenzie.
and later on each student will be
Catherine
Radspinner.
Peggy
given an opportunity to affiliate
i Hughes. Dorothy Rollins: book reherself wih the party of her
view editor, Sara Cline: Chips.
choice.
Pritchett, typist. Anna
Jean Moyer, recently elected | Frances
George; business manager and
president of the Y. W. C. A. for assistant, Yates Carr and Mary
the coming year, and Dorothy Owens West, respectively; and clrBadN, out-going president left I culation managers, May Wlnn.
Tuesday, Rpri! 9. to attend the . and Anne Ellett.
sixteenth biennial convention of
The Colonnade will sponsor
the National Y. W. C. A . April another short story contest which
Marie Allen. White Gate, Anne 10-16 in Atlantic City.
will be formally announced in the
Student Assembly will
have
and Jack Cock. Hampton, and
four separate sessions and will be Spring issue. This contest will beThelma Courtney. Winchester. combined with the industrial, gin In May and continue through
Farmville debaters, left Wednes- business and professional assem- the summer months. Closing date
of the contest will also be set at
day, Ap:il 10. for the Grand Eas- blies for other meetings.
a later date.
One of the outstanding speaktern Forensic Tournament to be
Rules of the contest will b«
held at Winthrop College. Rock ers of the convention will be Dr. posted on the bulletin board
Gregory Vlastos. professor of
Hill, South Carolina, Thursday. philosophy, religion, and ChrisFriday, and Saturday. April 11, tian ethics at Queen's College.
Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
12. and 13.
Nan Seward and Sarah Button
Fiances Keck. Danville, and Elizabeth Ann Parker. Portsmouth, represented S T. C. at the fifteenth biennial convention.
Mary Jane Jolliffe. a Junior
left Tuesday. April 9 for the
from Stephenson, was elected
Tournament, and stopped at Av«-president of Beorc Eh Thorn, honrette Junior College in Danville,
orary English society, for the
for a debate Tuesday night. They
coming year. She has served as
will meet the other four debaters
literary editor of the "Colonnade"
Wednesday night in Rock Hill.
the past term.
"The
goal
of
ftillflllment
Is
what
All the girls will enter the onEvelyn Qulllen will hold the
we
st
rive
to
gain
through
our
pertest for the title of Dixie deoffice
of vice-president, while
baters, Marie and Thelma U a sonality." was the way Mrs. Gi&ce Louise Hall will be recording secSloan
Overton.
lecturer,
teacher,
negative team, and Anne and
retary and Virginia Howell, treaJack, and Frances and Elizabeth and author, approached the sub- surer. Roberta Latture and Doroject of "Our Personality" in
Ann as affirmative teams.
Chapel Friday. April 5.
Mrs. thy Rollins were reelected corresThe question for debate v. ill be Overton. who was sponsored by ponding secretary and historian,
the National Pi Kappa Delta the Y. W. C. A . also addressed respectively.
question. "Resolved: That the students at an association meetMembership bids will be Issued
United 8tates Should Follow a ing at 4:30 and again at 7:30 Fri- to Frances Keck. Flora Winn
Policy of Strict Isolation ' Eco8ally Dunlap. Verna Mae Barr
night.
nomic and Military) Toward All day
"You are the realest thing you and Mrs. McDowell
Nations, Outside th" Western know." began Mrs. Overton. "It
Hemisphere. Engaged in Armed is our reaction to other people and
International or Civil Conflict.'
other situations that determine
Contests in oratory, problem our personality."
solving, radio announcing, imCarolyn Harvey, a sophomore
The lecturer continued by saypromptu speaking, extemporan- ing that you will feel a sense of I was elected Treasurer of the Y.
eous speaking, after-dlnnc. sDenk- fullvllment when you are satis- i W. C. A. at an association meetlng. and poetry reading will be fied with your relations to others. i ing held Friday. April 5, In the
open to debaters.
She added that superintendents I little auditorium.
Carolyn Is a member of the
Several hundred debaters fiom are keen on our reactions to other
| Sophomore Commission. Beorc Eh
senior colleges and nnlWialHM •''' | people.
"Not only should you enrich j Thorn, honorary English frateiover the country are expected to
other people." explained Mrs I nity, and serves on the chapel
convene in the lobby of Johnston Overton, "but yourself. Your own committee She has been on he
Hall, Winthrop College Thursday personality must become imple- varsity basketball team for two
yean
Conftnued an Fop* 3
morning

Whelchel Heads
Student Standards

NO. 28

Colonnade Head
Announces Staff
Contest To Be
Started Soon

Mover and Fades
Attend Y. W. Meet

Debaters Attend
GEF Tournament
At Winthrop College

Beorc Fh Thorn
Fleets Officers

"Our Personality" Is
Theme of Chapel Talk

Y. W. Elects Harvey

McCorkle Will
Give Valedictory
Address: Parsons
Is Salutatorian
Rosenberger And
Fowlkes Second

Martha McCorkle, valedictorian: Jane Rosenberger. Ruby Mae
Parsons, salutatorian and Bliss Fowlkes.

"Who's Who"
"Who's Who Among Students
in American Colleges and Univeisities", an annual publication,
has been released and received
by several girls here. "The main
purpose of this publication is to
bring the names of the outstanding students of America before
the business world, and before
others who annually recruit students.
"Of the 1.350,000 students in
American Universities and Colleges today, we believe that the
studt nts whose biographies appear in this book constitute the
best available material for key
positions. They have earned this
distinction by personifying qualities of leadership and scholarship." This statement appears in
the book and sums up the purpose and qualification of the idea
of a "Who's Who".
The names and short sketches
of Frances Alvis, Marie Eason.
Dorothy Fischer. Martha Meade
Hardaway. Jane Hardy, Johnny
Lybrook, Caialie Nelson, Marjorie
Nimmo. Ruth Lea Purdum. Helen
Relff. Isabel Williamson, and
Eliza Wise appear in this issue.
Copies of the publication are in
the possession of Fiances Alvis
and Helen Reiff. and anyone wishing to see them may do so.

Bartlett Is Honor
Society President
May Bartlett. a freshman, was
elected president of Alpha P*l
Sigma, national honorary fraternity for scholarship, on April t
In the Honors Room.
May has served on the ri>shman Commission and '.he Membership Committee of the Y W
C. A. this year.
The other officers for the new
term are Mary Willson, vicepresident Hallie Hilbinan. recording secretary. Lillian Agnew.
corresponding secretary, am. Texie
Belle Felts, reporter The new
officers were Installed on April 5
by Jean Moyer, outgoing president

V. S. S. A. To Meet
Virginia Social Science Association will meet in Farmville on
April 24 and 25
Teachers and othei workers in
social science In the state will be
present.
The program has not been definitely arranged, but will be announced later

Essay Contest Is
Sponsored By
Virginian Staff
1041 annual stall will sponsor
an essay contist beginning Thursday, Apr;! 10, on the theme Mv
Impressions of a Year at Farmville.' The contest will last two
weeks closing on April 25 A prize
of five dollars will be awarded for
the best essay
As to subject matter, the paper
may include general impressions
gleaned from a year's experiences
at school or it could be an interpretation of one incident which
occurred during the year. The
most important week-end. a character sketch cf your roommate, a
description of your hall on Saturday night would each provide
ample material for the essay.
The essays may vary in length
acording to the writer but the
minimum requirement is two
PSflH In longhand.
Anyone interested in being on
the literary staff of the Virginian
must submit U essay. They may
be submitted to any member of
the English Department or to
May Wtrtl
For further Information see Mav
Wertz

S. T. C. Dramatic Club
Sponsors Play Contest
The annual play contest, sponsored by the Dramtic Club will be
held at Farmville S. T. C on
Thursday. Friday and Saturday
nights of April 18-20.
For several years the S. T. C.
Dramatic Club hai held this play
contest for the high school dramatic groups
Foil!teen schools
from over the state will be repEach night four or five plays
are given and a cup is awarded to
the best play, with honorable
mention going to the next best.
Amelia won its cup permanently last year, having won it for
three successive years.
Out of town judges will be
seemed fffl the contest
Plays will be judged ac.ocrding
to the interpretation of tn*- ean
tral theme and mood, its literary
value, oharaotaf portrayal
turning and make-up.
Lighting make-up and prop'-:
mmitteta of S T C Dramatic Club will assist the high
cahooli

Martha McCorkle and Jane
Rosenberger of the degree class
and Bliss Fowlkes and Ruby M.iv
Parsons of the diploma class weir
the honor graduates chosen by *he
faculty and announced bv Dr. ,1.
L. Jarman Thursday. AptII 4, at
chapel.
Ruby May Parsons is from Cullen. Virginia. She is a member of
the American Association of
Childhood Education, and of the
Future Teachers of America.
Bliss Fowlkes is a member of
Alpha Phi Sigma, and alsj belongs to the Baptist Student
Union. Bliss is from Danville Virginia.
Martha McCorkle. Mist honor
graduate of the four year class
Is a town girl. Martha Is a member of Cotillion Club, Dramatic
Club and OrchesLs. She belongs
to Beorc eh Thorn, Kappa Delta
Pi. and Is assistant editor of the
"Virginian", annual publication.
Jane Rosenberger. from Winchester. Virginia, served as secretary of Pi Gamma Mu this year
and is a member of Kappa Delta
Pi and Beorc eh Thorn. She holds
the position of business manager
of the Colonnade.
At commencement Martha will
give the valedictorian address and
Ruby May will deliver the salutatoilan address.

Dr. Koo Addresses
S. T. C. on Education
In China Today
Dr. T. Z. Koo, a Chinese scholar,
educator and statesman, spoke to
the student body of S. T. C,
Saturday, April 6. at the chapel
periixi.
Dr. Koo's subject was "Educational Conditions in China", at
the beginning of which he presented a Chinese flag to the Student Body U a token of appreciation for the fund to be raised
here for Chinese education. "The
red in the flag.'' Dr. Koo explained, "represents the soil of China,
the blue the integrity of the race,
and the white sun the hope of
the Chinese people." The Chinese
people are proud of this hope and
as Dr. Koo expressed it, their
"ability to look disaster in the
face "
In Ins description of the refugee universities, he told us that
students walk as far as 1,000
miles in order to have an education. Because of lack of funds to
buy materials the students have
constructed buildings of mud and
naw.
The dormitories in the refugee
universities consist of a long room
with double decker wooden beds
"Some students live on a very
high plane of life," related Dr.
Koo. "with quadruple and triple
decker beds''
The students also made the
Bhaln and desks of mud In rainy
veather the students have to be
careful to keep their chairs "from
MMlm away from them.''
Dr. Koo continued by saying
that the Chinese are a people v ho
can laugh when faring dlM
and can do a lot with a llt'.e
Seventy-five cents In fOUl
money." he said, "fa the amount
allowed a Chinese student for food
a month A people that can mak"
a little go a long way can always
go on."
Continued on Page 6
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GLEANINGS

SENIOR
PERSONALITY

By MARIE ALLEN
The English cabinet has been changed
and Winston Churchill has been promoted!
Now he is bead of the vital service committees and also retains his position as first
lord of the admiralty. With these two positions he is bead of two Important phases of
war activity—the economic blockade and
the strategy of the war. In fact, he and
Gamelin will now be running the Allied
side of the conflict.
The increased authority of Churchill
does not increase the possibiltiy of peace
in the near future. Churchill is a man of
action and action he will have. Considerations for strengthening the blockade are in
progress, but whether he would try the
Black Sea as he did in 1914 is doubtful.
Although there are few battleships on the
Black Sea. there is an undetermined number of submarines and mines. Furthermore,
this would antagonize not only Russia, but
also probably Rumania. And to try gomething the BUCCe8S of which is doubtful but
the detrimental effect of which is sure
would certainly not be good strategy.

Represented lor national advertising by National
Advertising Service, inc college publisher! repre
sentative, 420 Madison Aw New York. N Y
Published weekly by students ol the state Teachers
College, Farmvillc. Virginia nine months a year

Ptaociak->d GoBe6iale Press
Ii itribut« of

GoflefiialeDigesI
Entered Bl second class mallei March 1. 1921, .r.
ihe Post Office ol FarmvlUe, Virginia, unoei aci
of March 3. 1934,
Subscription

$150 per yi ur
STAFF

Patricia Gibson
Elisabeth Wesl
Josa Caiiton

Editor-ln-Clnef
Managing Editor
Business Manager

DOROTHY F18CHEB

Associate Editor*
Margaret Wright
Ban Cllne
Mary K Beck
Geraldine Ackiss

News
Feature
Sports
Social

Editor
Out-going A. A. President
Editor
Yes sir, she's a 'damyankee'
Editor with no more prejudices than a
Editor sausage mill. Always gay and
cheerful, with an infectious laugh
that cannot be ignored. Dot is a
Beporten
happy companion. Deviltry Is
Mi.rie Allen, Alice Leigh Barhain. Anne Barnette, written all over her animated
Anne Cock. Jack Cock. Bridget Gentile, Miriam face from her merry brown eyes
Jester. Anna Johnson. Shiiley McCalley. Nancy to the tip of her inot another
Naff. Elizabeth Rapp. Dorothy Rollins, Doro- word! i You can rest assured that
Dora'' is Johnny-on-the-spot if
thy Sprinkle.
there's anything crazy going on.!
Assistant Bustness Msnagefs
She's just the type of person who (
Texie Belle Pelts
Circulation Manager looks in the gas tank with the
Mary Katharine Dodson
Advertising aid of a lighted match to see if j
Lillian German
Advertising the whole thing really is a joke.
Her weaknesses run from weenie
roasts to beach parties to dancBusiness Assistants
Elva Andrews. Mildred Taylor. Daphne Williamson. ing and back again to weenie
Ellen Hudglns, Mary Sue Simmons. Dealing oasts. To her. life Is Just one
Fauntleroy, Dorothy Childless. Lucy Blackwell. good time after another.
Dot's exhilarating personality
Anne Moore. Frances Pope.
has won her a niche in the hearts
of many of her fellow classmates
Typists
and students. In her four years
Tlielma Courtney, Prances PritchHt, Virginia she has proved herself a worthy
Rudd. Norma Wood.
and capable person overflowing
Virginia Worley
Photographer with school spirit and love for
her Alma Mater.
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Don't...
Don'l forget your first job is a continuation of your education.
Don'l expect a high wage at first.
Don'l follow the crowd—it'e usually
wrong.
Don't go into a job you don't like. It
won't like JTOU.

ing.

Don'l forgel you muat never stop learn-

Don't oversell yourself to yourself. It's
better to be a flrsl class second class man
than a second class first class man.
Don't think you're going forward when
you're drifting sideways, A rolling stone
not only gathers no moss but frequently
cracks.
Don't mistake the treadmill for the stepladder. You must frequently lake a temporary loss of rank to get set to go up.

THE FIRST COED GRADUATE WAS

CATHARINE BREWER.

SHE GRADUATED FROM WtSIEYAK)
COLLEGE,MACOM.GA N 1840/
sSfv

OPEN FORUM

Hear Editor:
From much observation I find
that a certain group of girls persist in sitting out on campus from
nine till eleven o'clock each night
with boys.
Dating on campus at S. T. C. is
supposed to cease at 7:30. If this
is a rule, then why isn't it enforced'' Maybe these girls say it is not
dating, and possibly it Isn't formal dating, but it is wrong any way
you look at it.
It is a reflection on the school,
the administration, and the student body to have thus on our
campus. Passers are sure to see
these girls smoking and acting in
A Cleveland College psycholo- a way not as yet accepted as ladygist. Dr. Oliver H. Ohmann, like or conventional. Why should
maintains that a correlation can we suffer for it?
Is there nothing that Student
be made between police records
and weather records. He states Government or Student Stanthat assault and battery cases are dards can do to relieve the situamost numerous on days of low tion? It would surely help the aphumidity, and that suicides are pearance of our campus after
most common on clear days late legal hours.
I'm sure these girls would coin the spring. Inmates of mental
institutions are most disorderly operate if they realized the serlduring extreme variations in tern- ousness of their misunderstanding
perature. Further experiments in- of dating rules and their neglect
dicate that teachers have the | in thinking of our campus as symmost disciplinary problems in bolic of our school.
windy weather.
A Sister Classman

.***"»..

Seareh for Happiness
I nderlies "Tin lllut Bird"
"The Blue Bird' based on
Maurice Maeterlinck's famous
Stan Marring Shirley Temple and
Johnny Russell, comes to the Eaco
Theatre April 15-16,
The story i-s allegorical and
concerns the search of two cluldren—Mytyl and Tyltyle - for
peace and happiness which is
symbolised by the bluebird.
The search leads, in vain,
through the "Land of the Past"
Where the children meet Grandmother and Grandfather who lived long ago. The Land of Luxuiy" too. proves disappointing.
Even that fascinating Land of
the Future." where Mytyl and
Tylttyl meet the unborn children
pnpating to come 10 earth, does
not give satisfaction. The children
have to return to their humble
home to find happiness there amid
the simplicity of its .surroundings.
The photography and setting, as
well as the acting, are perfect:
and the change, through technicolors, from realism to fantasy is
clever.
It is definitely a "must see'' picture.

Echoes from an Empty Space

Scene around the campus:
It seems that Dr. Jarman's along with the "Woo"? It seems
Sadie and Bob steady as ever
heart-tO-heart talk last Thursday to have been all there Sunday
. . . T. Thompson running a race
morning held no water, for who night.
should we see Friday walking
In the Spring a young man's with Ella Marsh and Tripp. Alice
down the street in open daylight fancy naturally turns to thoughts Marie Coberly with a different
holding hands but the same couple , of love-could it be that Hosklna man every time we see her. Anne
Avers interested in everybody's
was 11? I don't know, but thinks it's still Winter?
Don't try for easy money. It's uneasy Illwho
Oscar—
The George child still has that j date. . Mae 'Virginian1 Worts
money, often dirty money, and usiuutlly
From the expression on M. A. far away look in her eyes. It's a what more could we say? . Nandangerous money,
!!
face, we'd say an error in hangover from Easter vacatiton. cy Wolfe fingering up rides to
Don't take a job morally ant ethically spelling had been made and cor-, We suggest that Garland Har- Richmond for week-ends to come
recl it to M. A. D. Why? Haura- wood make Ins permanent home in —it's baseball season, you know!
out Of lime With limes.
dies tell tales, we're told.
F-i.imville. It would save expenses . . . Marthi McCorkle with DeDon't forget your job is more than a
We don't see much of the Over- I and worry too. How about it. Pi? bergh from Tech 'Lady's name>
job it'- part of your obligation to the so- be) thest days. Could it be that | Orchids—to McCorkle, RosenMoomaw
vood. and
cial order.
| the Opposite >ex holds more at- berger. Parsons and Fowlkes—to Billups playing tag with the wood
tract ion for her since she's blos- Jane and Buck- Congrats—it runs . . . Fifteen solemn figures dessomed uway from a steady?
in the family to Emily Lankes cending the fire escape Saturday
Nancy Bondurant's memory Is* for that becoming blush when she night and stepping into the cool
HI very long ft seems she had tells those cute but rare jokes ,,i water of the bottomless sea , . .
With the advent of spring, students are ■ (,ll|r ll" ;1 sllow ,>l" wh''" «*- hers listen in sometimes . , to some tall, some Short, same round,
May Winn for being captivated by some flat, but all calm and comarette salesman and start- posed. What was then purpose?
ing a new adventure of rolling her Splash!
own Thrifty May ... To Wentz
More scenes—Irresponsible Busfor making this the best Sing sie, wide-eyed Bars Wade: eahn
are also identifiable
especially in the pitatoi
year ever ..To Ed Davis for collected H. W. Hardy innocent
realm of attire. Short shorts and halters
Who is the blonde that is inno- coming to in.-, senses a) last ... To Dot Childless- personality - plus
aren't attractive and never will be. Why cence personified but can't be Scot tie and Edna for then I>H Jeanne Hears ovcrenergetic ParHelen
can't everyone be just as careful about their convtaced thai she's not Hedy stasonal suntans ... To the at- ham! The inseparables
tention given Mrs Overton and j and Ed . . . McRae and Mclntosh
appearance while on the tennis court as 1 |M
Nimmo getting all befuddled to the Y. for bringing her here ....... Bess and Bobbie
they are when dressed in street clothes?
these days what with V M. I. in to the Gibson girl -to Elizabeth
Campus Cuties 'watching the
the running.
Ann Parker for hypnotising her Fords go by?) Colorful Spring . . .
Congrats to Boos Buddy upon horse and sticking with him—her I All the things we'd like to have:
being elected president of the first time on. too . . .
' CaraUe - executive ability. Jane
in Club.
A certain sophomore s loud en- Powell's poise Essie's mace. Cleo's
The earth's green mantle is a beautiful Flip wanted to know who the tertainlng
in the rac" is abhor- dignity. Frances Alvis' disposition,
thing but some of us are rending it. In iiite en! from New York was- It rlb'e Somebody ought to tell her Madge McFall's ease. Martha
winter when icy breezes chased one and all wasn't R 11 either but n R.
Brickbats to Sunday Knick- Whelchel'i precision Dot Lawrwe took the shortest way possible i" get j Denis Cheanut was in her glory 1 knockers at Bouthalde's door
>ence\ clothes Mary Lous 1
where we were going regardless of lawns. I th« nighl of the concert Whatj To those Wall-eetters, «re dedi- Pudge's noes and smile. Lula's
However, now that the new crass is ;,p happened Doris ! Dtdnf you net cate this poem
figure. Plerpont's hair, Fletcher's
oearing it ought not be necessary to set un w!"u v"" W1U1,,'(I' " ••*■■ Jean some few girls nt on a wail—
[say's feet Mooch's rhythm,
who should Shi
tea mils will have a great and Wahab's hands
^Keep Off the Grass" signs over the campus J
V^STcT
mam
fall
It's signing off time For future
None pi US are desirous ol depriving OUr lim action from Duke Those Tar, All the pleading, begging, and I reference—V, M. I, and Virginia

On Tennis Court Attire

Are You Guilty?

co liege grounds of their beauty, so

let a heals were all right, werant they-

make a mental sign "Let tin- Grass Crow.

|

Row

i-

Mne

Bryant

sueh

Retting Don't help the situation much!

Rasters are In the ofting with

Tech's Ring Dance following close.

Closer home, ill the Baltic would be a
more logical place to strike Germany. Iron
ore. vital to German life, comes from the
Scandinavian countries. In order that England may not stop the ships en route to
Germany,
they
have
stayed
within
Norway's three-mile limit and thus made
the blockade Ineffective.
Rut England is
""'rOUS "I correcting thai failure and s o
hinted she would ignore the three-mile line.
International law in a war "is on the side
of the heaviest artillery" and nothing could
,
,.
, ' . .
, , .
'"' (l("u' '" s,l)l> English it she essayed this,
There have been threats from some of
the Scandinavian countries, chiefly Norway,
that any infringement of neutrality will
lead to declaration of war. But really isn't
that what England is asking for? If she
can't get these countries to come in on her
aide from some German provocation then
there is no other course to follow but to infringe upon their neutrality, hoping Germany will retaliate and draw the Scandinavian countries in against Germany. England
would be using her strategy against these
peace loving nations if she could turn this
trick. They naturally lean toward England,
having rulers that are related to English
royalty and by their fear of German or
Russian aggression. It seems the geographical advantages of these nations striving to
remain at peace are their wartime disadvantages.
But can Germany be defeated if Churchill is successful in strengthening his economic blockade? Even If not an ounce of
iron ore reached Germany would her defeat be certain?
From the viewpoint Of
logic it seems doubtful. When Germany began her policy of Increasing her territory
she must have realized that she would antagonize the world. She was sure to know
that sooner or later someone would be stub*
born enough to resist, and that that someone would be in coalition with England and
Prance. Germany must have known that
they would try the same thing that defeated her the last time—economic blockade.
So it follows that Germany would have
prepared to withstand a blockade — that
-be would have made arrangements either
to store up or secure everything she needed
by means other than the sea.

Did Germany do these things? Only a
few

people including Hitler and

really know.

Goering

Maybe she believed that by

submarines and airplanes she could break
down any blockade that could be imposed
upon her. and so made no preparations for
a rainy day that would never come. But as
yet she has failed to break down that blockade. (In th,. other hand, the blockade must
be failing or there would be no

need

to

strengthen it.
So Mr. Churchill rises to power when
action is needed. He must make good use
of his two weapons, strategy and blockade.
if he is to keep the products of the neutrals
from reaching the enemy. How will he BUC-
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Honor Roll Lists
Many Students
The honor roll for the winter
quarter is considerably larger
than that of the fall quarter. A
total of 376 girls made the grade.
Those making the honor roll are:
Rachel Abernathy. Lillian Agnew. Irene Alderman. Marie B. Allen. E Anne Ayers. Prances Bailey, Martha A. Baldwin. Lois J
Baibee. Betty L. Barnes. Anne
Barnett. Vera P. Baron. May H.
BartleU. Anne L. Benton: Nellie
Brooke Benton. M. Anne Blllups,
Nancy G. Bland. Carmen L.
Booth. Sara W Booth.
Eleanor L. Boothe. Crews V. i
Borden, Mildred A. Bowen. Josephine Brumfleld. Hazelwood Burbank. Mary E. Burford. Mildred
Callis, R, Yates Carr, Anita M
Cainngton. Mary O. Carson, Sarah E. Chambers. Corilda Chaplin, Doris Ray Chesnut. Jean S.
Clarke, Imogen Claytor. Elizabeth
Cline. Helene Cline. Sara F. Cline.
Anne L. Cocks. Josie Lee Cogsdale. Esther Coleman. Nahrea
Coleman. Bernice Copley. Marguerite Costello. Rosa Coulter.!
Thelma Courtney, Emma Louise
Crowgey. Doiothy Sue Crumley.
M. Henrietta Dawson, Rachael
IX'Berry. Barbara Die wry. Mary |
Anne Dryden. Sally K. Dunlap. [
Sue T. Dunlap. Caroline R. Ea- '
son. Anne H. Ellett.
Florence Elliott. Emil Ellis, L.
Beulah Ettenger, Eleanora Palson.
Marian Farley. T( xie Belle Pelts.
Caroline Feiguson. Carolyn P.
Ford. Carolyn L. Ford. Virginia
Bliss Fowlkes. Margaret S. Poy,
Nancy L. Fulton. A. Elizabeth
Oarrett. Mrs. Prances W. Gee
Maigaietta Gerlaugh. Lillian German. Ollie G. Gilchnst. Elizabeth
Jane Greig.
Maltha Hammock. Martha M
Haidaway. Marion Lee Harden.
Mrs Annie A. Hardy. Betty J.
Hardy. Helen W Hardy. Virginia
F. Harper. Carolyn C Harvey, D.
Maxine Hawks. Mary F. Haymes.
Jeanne A Haymes. Hallie M.
Hillsman, Marjorie E. Holt. Katherine D. Holt, Rosemary Howell.
Viiginia A. Howell, Helen
E
Hoyer. Frances E Hughes.
Arlene G. Hunt. Jane Lee Hutcheson
Emma M. Hutchinson.
Ella Hutcheson, Katherine E. Jarratt. M. Helen Jeffries, Elizabeth
Jennings. Dorothy L. Johnson
Maiy Jane JollifTe. Prances E.
Keck. Elva Mae Kibler. Rachel W.
Kibler. Mildred Lawhorne. Mrs
Elizabeth H. Loving. Margaiet
Loving, Johnny Lybrook.
Martha McCorkle. Mary H. McCoy. Susan Marshall. Mary V.
Mauney. O. Anna Maxey. Jennie
E. Mcggs. Mary W. Mitchell, Susie L. Moore. Mildred Morris,
Nancy W. Moss. Mary Anna Mottley, Jean V. Moyer. Caralie Nelson. N. Kathryn Newman. Marjorie Nimmo. Emma Noblin.
J. Virginia Oakes. M. Allene
Ove-.bey, Mildred R. Owen. Evelyn I. Pankey. Elizabeth Ann
Parker, Mary Va. Parker. Ruby
Mae Parsons. Esther R. Partridge,
Agnes Patterson, Frances Patterson. Catherine C. Phillips, Charlotte Phillips, R. Louise Phillips.
Virginia A. Polley. Jane B. Powell.
Katherine Powell. Anne F. Price.
Flo:ence B. Pride. Mary Marshall
Prosise. Katherine L. Pugh. Ruth
Lea Purdum. Agnes Pickral.
Evelyn M. Qulllin. Amy R. Read.
Eva Reid. Helen D. Reifl. Virginia
G. Richards. Doiothy E Robbins,
Continued on Page 4

Freshmen Debaters
Meet Two Teams
Helen DeLong and Geraldine
Beckner. Farmville's Freshman
Debate team met Bruce LeFebre
and Bob Mitchell of Emory University. Atlanta. Georgia. In a
non-decision debate Friday night.
April 5. in the Honors Room.
Helen and Jerry also met Frances Davis and Jean Wilkinson. A
A\erett Junior College. aDnville.
in another non-decision debute
Thursday night. April 4, in the
Junior Building Parlor.
The question for both debates
was. Resolved: That the Unted
States Should Follow a Policy of
Strict Isolation ■ Economic and
Military Toward All Nations
Outside the Western Hemisphere
Engaged in Armed International
or Civil Conflict. Parmville upheld
the affirmative and Emory and
Averette the negative.
Morris Hale and Ivan Bennett
acompanled the Emory debaters

Hudson Will Play
At Spring Cotillion
Dean Hudson and his Florida Clubmen wil play for Spring
Cotillion. Saturday, May 18.
Essie Millner, chairman of the
music committee has announced. The 16 piece band was originally organized on the campus of the University of Florida.
In addition to his music,
sweet or swing, the Dean carries a floor show, including
Miss Frances Colwell. feature
vocalist.
The band is a college favorite
and a few of the proms for
which they have played Include
li n in until

Harvard. W. & L.,

University of Florida, University of Virginia. William and
Mar\, Randolph-Macon, Duke,
Purdue, and Ohio University.
There will be a tea dance
from 4:00 to 6:00 in the afternoon and the formal from 9:00
•o 12:00

Dr. Morgan
Guest
v.
Speaker of F. T. A.
Dr. Joy Elmer Morgan. Editor
of N. E. A. Journal, was guest
speaker at the F. T. A. meeting
and reception held in the Student
Building Lounge Friday evening
May 5.
Helene Cline gave a short talk
on the organizing of the F. T. A.
clubs in the high schools and she
cited instances from the various
high schools visited.
Dr. Morgan, introduced by Dr.
J. P. Wynne, sketched the work
of the F. T A. movement and
stressed the importance of keeping the movement going forward
Open discussion followed his
talk at which time questions were
asked by the various members.
Among the guests present were
Dr. and Mrs. Morgan. Mrs. Wynne.
Dr. J. L. Jarman. Mrs. S. M. Holton. Mr. and Mrs. S. L. Graham,
and membeis of the high school
and training school faculties.
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"No Ice Cream Cones In China \ Says
Eminent Chinese Scholar in Talk Here
By SARA CLINE
"I'm going home in August" replied Dr. T. Z. Koo. Chinese world
leader in church, education, and
state when interviewed Saturday.
April 6.
"I will only be home about six
weeks, as I must go back to India
before my return to the United
States. And since I am due back
here in October, you see I won't
be home long." Dr. Koo went on
to say.
Dr. Koo mentioned the fact
that his intended trip home in
August will be slightly dangerous
since he must go through Japan
They will examine all my papers
and should they decide that there
was anything at all suspicious. I
would be arrested."
Questioned as to Chinese meals.
Dr. Koo said that "the ordinary
Chinese dinner consists of courses
just as you Americans have. First
we have several cold dishes and
then six or eight hot dishes. After
these the real meal or course consists of eight more hot dishes.
/ish follows this course, then soup
and rice: and for dessert, we have
a salty fish. By salty I mean, we
don't have sweets as you do. but
rather something like dumplings
with meat. Of course we do not
have such dinners now that our
people are starving."
"I like your ice cream." continued Dr. Koo. "We don't have
very cood ice cream, nor do we
have ice cream cones. My favorite
dish is the Irish potato. We didn't
have that but rather only the
sweet potato."
Dr. Koo mentioned that the
first time he ever tasted a strawberry was on his first trip to

Sixty-Four Named
On Dean's List

'food. Dr. Koo said that "we eat
rice not as a main course but as a
bread. Also, our regular bread is
v. ry different from yours. It is
filled with some kind of meat."
"Another difference I might
mi n'.ion In eating is that we only
M t ilie skin of the pig. while you
eat the meat. Sometimes when
I'm in a home where I know the
family well enough. I ask for the
skin." Dr. Kco went on to say.
"Tea? Certainly I drink it
wii< never I can. My favorite is the
green tea. This js tha nearest to
the raw tea. Then, of course, there
is the red tea and the black t«?a."
Dr. Koo spoke of the difference of
the way we made tea and the way
the Chinese did. "We just put the
loose tea into hot water We don't
tie i. up in bags. Also to make
•;ood tea, the pot should be hot.'
DR. T. 7.. KOO
"I'm going 'o Boston from here".
Dr. Koo continued. "And from
America. "And then my American there, to Columbia University. It
friend became very much disgust- - i ins foolish to go to Boston and
ed with me when I drank the then came ba-k to Columbia, but
cream and left the berries."
that's the w:i\ my schedule runs.
When asked what he thought of After Columbia. I go to Kansas.
Pearl Buck. Dr. Koo replied that Wlnle there. I'm going to fly to
Miss Buck doesn't give a repre- Mon'ana for one day."
sentative picture of the Chinese
In conclusion Dr. Koo said that
people. She pictures them as be- : is schedule wasn't complete until
ing too solemn. They aren't that, his return trip to the United
way at all. They're just as lively States. "This summer I have con„3 you and like good times as you firmees—one at Mollister. Mo.,
one at Estes Park. Col., and ando."
"I enly write as a hobby." Dr. other at S?ab?ck. Wash. Following
Kco said. "I don't find much time these conferences. I have three into write. I have written two Chi- ternational conferences -one in
nese puzzle books and one book of Portland. Or., one in Berkeley.
folk songs. Incidentally. I don't Calif., and the last one is to be
sing these songs, but play them held in Los Angeles. Calif. Then I
leave for home -for six weeks anyon my flute."
Questioned again on Chinese way."

"Gone With The Wind

Two Classes Give
Gifts to School

Gone With lhe Wind starring*
Clarke Gable Ayers Rhett Butler |
Faison Vivien Lee as Scarlett O'- |
Freshman class has presented Farrell Wills be at the Echols Thean automatic coca cola dispenser ater April 17-20.
The story Weavers
around
to the college. It has been installed in White House kitchen events of the Oid South. After
where it will be available to the Keiding the following excerpts.
you will enjoy the show Altomare.
students at any time.
Mammy Desaix Scarlett look De
Sophomore class has i Used
money for a radio for he infirm- j Berry and Gooden-ough to eat
ary by selling various articles. ; when she was pre-Parham to
Tripp to the Ball at Twelve Oaks.
This will be formally presented to
i By Associated Collegiate Press I the school later in the week, Maiy Scarlett Turnbull Green when
Flo:ida State College for Wom- Katherine Dodson president of Lashlcy Wilkinson refused to
en is the first institution in the the class, has announced. The Courier because of Loving Melasoutheast to inaugurate member- class plans to donate another nie. It was Jester Rapp because
she Alvis had her way She became
ship in local government.
radio if the studei'ts continue Moody and Hurt Utt-i!I she sees
Haverford College has a new supporting them in their sales.
Rhett Butler who had Heard Avprogram to train students in work
ery thing because she had talked
of relief, rehabilitation and social
so Laird. She thought it was
reconstruction.
Crumley of him to have listened,
The educational clinic of Colbut because he seemed so Sturgis,
lege of the City of New York has
Jolly, and BUCh a Musselman. she
trained 22.000 problem" children
~mcr its founding in 1913.
"Seeing Ourselves As Others decided to Seward she could Dew.
one went to war: AnderJoseph P. Kennedy. Jr.. Har- See Us" was the theme of the skit sonSavon
of Booth North and South
vard Law student and son of the presented by the Sophomore ComVier-ed witli »ach other. It was
Ambassador to Great Britain, will mission in chapel
Wednesday. Hardawav times for the O'Farbe a delegate to the Democratic April 10.
rells. Scarlett made Harvey one
national convention.
work because they Felts the Price
C. A. A. pilot training students
of war time Sales. Things Wentz
have flown 80,000 hours without
from bad to Wertz Farmer Ritchii serious accident. Some 3.700
ie's were Draineidi until they
students have soloed.
were forced to Steel.
John Held Jr.. famed cartoonist,
Scarlett Spencer last Nicol to go
Six high schools will send repis now an artist-in-residence at
to George<a> where she Saw\er
I resentattves from first hnl see* sister's fiancee. Prank Kennedy,
Harvard University.
One Boston University student ' ond-year Latin classes to partici- Itcillins in Kash. She Duer everywill win a trans-Atlantic phone pate in the state-wide LaUn Tour- thing in her Power to get him to
call with a leading European nament for which Farmvilie u ;c Tucker m marriage although she
si;iii.sman in a contest to create ' center.
didn't Wiley Carr for him: also to
The examinations will be given keep from Baron Payne. After
interest in a Finnish relief cam! on Saturday, April 13. Schrvls Muse-ing Oveibey question Depaign.
Creighton University medical that will convene here are Pros- l.ong time, they decided to Maystudents and faculty members last pect. Worsham. John Randolph ton share Worley (.codes—
year treated free of charge 30.000 Parmville. Marshall Di.sir.ct. and
Uinn Frank dies she didn't let
Buckingham Central High schools the Moss grow under her feet.
patients
There
are
other
-enters Trice she says. "I DKW". Her life
The N. Y. A. college program is
eaching 18.8 per cent more throughout the state for the con- Clements Agnew with Rhett, He
test.
Hume < as > her Averitt Will and
youths this year than last year.
Buyers her Proclse'lyi what the
The Carnegie Foundation for
Ackiss him. Still he doesn't Pierce
the Advancement of Teaching has
her heart. Bonnie, their little Gerresources of $26,917,932.
Con finned from Paoi I
laugh. meant Hall m the world to
Woman's College of University
of North Carolina annually spon- mented as you implement others. him Their love Parrish'es as
sors a summer art colony in an I like that word Implement", she Fahr as Scarlett Is concerned
commented, "because there's so When she becomes Huffy, he PanAtlantic seacoast town
key her and he Bellus "Pride
Drake University has a new- much in it."
cometh
before a McFall."
I
Mrs. Overton pointed out that
course in "The Administration of
May Borum vou but Boya gonna
Community Organization for Lei- great fitendshlps. great love, and listen to me. Fason if I have to
sure."
great teachers are made when two Beaton you with my WagatarT."—
The first book purchased by the create and walk into it together.
Bonnie Tales to riding llorsUniversity of Texas library was a She remarked that are not born ley(S) like a duck to Waller. And
with
a
personality,
but
with
the
concordance of the Bible.
while riding Bar ham back, she
Michael Supa. a blind Colgate capacity for developing one.
couldn't Holt the horse and It
"Oreat
personalities
contribute
University student, has been elecKeller—
to others fulfillment." Mrs Overted to Phi Beta Kappa.
Too late Scarlett realties th.it
Students of Connecticut College ton gave as an example Mozart.
for Women annually conduct their In closing Mrs. Overton conclud- she loves Rhett and Winstrad of
ed by saying "Personality is some- (la\tonng to her. she finds that
own flower show.
Georgetown University students thing that has on-golngness' af- he doesn't Warner. With his
have voted Hitler the "mast out- ter you're gone and about which Hat ton his hand, he says "Frankstanding personality in the world you can never say 'It's complet- lin, my dear I don't g: ■..
ed'"
today."
Dawn!"

Collegiate World

Sophs Present Skit
On Chapel Behavior

S. T. C. To Be Center
For Latin Tourney

"Our Personality"
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Band to Play Here

Sixty-lour girls made the
Dean's list for the winter quarter
ending March 15th. Twenty-two
of these girls were on the Dean's
'ist for the entire session last
year.
Those girls are Mane Allen,
White Gate: Lois Baibee. Coving con: Anita Carrington. Base;
Doris Chesnut, Durham, N. C;
Jean Clarke, Martinsville, Marguerite Costello. Richmond' Thelma Courtney. Winchester: Ollie
3. Gilchrist. Norfolk: lire. Annie
A. Hardy, Boone's Mill: Betty J.
Hardy, Parmville: Martha McCorkle, Farmvilie: Anna Maxc;.
Powhatan:
Mary Walker Mitchell. Culpeper: Jean Moyei,
Portsmouth; Dorothy Rollins, Arlington: Jane Rosenberger, Winchester, and Marguerite RUSH,
Norfolk.
Also on the list are M:s. NcMie
A. Shelton, Farmvi'le: Virginia
L. Smith, Sussex: Helene Stras.
Tazewell:
Betty Webb Blackstone: Mrs. Mary W. W'tcher.
Farmvilie; Frances Alvis. Lynchburg; Alice Leigh Barham " nusmouth: Verna Mae Barr, Wise;
Anne Billups. Norfolk; Nancy
Qoode Bland, Boydton; Carmen
Booth, Danville; Hazelwood BllTbank. Hampton; Elizabeth Cine.
Stuarts Draft;
Anne Lillian
Cocks Farmvilie. and Rachael De
Berry. Blackstone.
Sally Dunlap. Lexington: Emil
Ellis. Beaumont; Carolyn F. Ford.
Virgilina: Mrs. Margaret S. Foy.
Farmvilie; Nancy Louise Fulton.
Danville; Maxine Hawks, Blackstone: Marjorie Holt. Matoaca;
Rosemaiy Howell, Hopewell; Virginia Howell, Church Road: Helen
Hoyer. Hampton; Mary Helen
Jeffries, Culpeper; Mary Jane JollifTe. Stephenson; Elizabeth Kent.
Columbia; Mary Hille McCoy.
Monterey: nnrt Mary Mauney,
Hickory, N. C.
Jennie Meggs, Marion. S. ft;
Lo.ana Moomaw. Roanoke: Caralie Nelson, South Boston; Edith
Nunnally, Richmond; Judith Virginia Oakes Pamplin; Jane Powell. Hampton; Mary Marshall
Pioslse. Wilson: Evelyn Quillen.
I Parmville, Philippa Schlobohm.
Newport News; Marion Shelton.
Cha.se City; Sarah Mae Sibold.
Newport; Margaret Tate, Norfolk;
Agnes Wagstaff. Skipwith: Martha Whelchel, Hampton; Elizabeth Wilkinson. Lawrenceville.
.ind Eliza Wise, Hampton.

James M. Grainger. Jr.. son of
James M. Grainger, head of the
English department at S. T. ft,
is bringing the Covington High
School Band to Parmville, Friday.
Apiil 12. The A'Cappella Choir
will offer selections on the program.
Mr. Grainger, who is the director of music' at Covington. attended Farmvi'le High School and
is a graduate of the University of
Viiginia. At the University he
was a member of the band and
at one time a student director He
fUU also done band work at a
summer camp
If the band arrives at Parmville
in time they will parade in their
uniforms of blue and gold. The
band was organized in September
1938, when Mr. Grainger went \
there to teach, and -onsist.s of j
boys and girls in the upper grades
and high school.
There are 115 in baud work, I
but the group presenting the pro- '
■ram will be comprised of .'(8
Funds were raised in the to-vn of
Covington for the instruments
and uniforms
The concert is given under the '
auspices of the Parent Teachers

Sigma Pi Rho
To Hold Debates
Sigma Pi Rho. Latin fraternity.
will sponsor a debate. Friday.
April 12 on the question. "Resolved: That Mussolini Is As Great
As Caesar." The four points to
be considered are military, political, literary and oratorical.
The affirmative side will be upheld by Caralie Nelson and Helen
Jeffties. Emma Hutchinson and
Sally Dunlap will argue the negative side.
I
latlon of Farmvilie, and the
funds will help finance' the Farmvilie High School Glee Club's trip
to Richmond for the Intercollegiate State Musical Contest ' s
held April 19

STORAGE
Fiii-s and other Winter Coats, Rugs,
Blankets. Anything one wishes guaranteed against fire, theft and moth.
We clean, repair and remold fur garments.

KJLKARE LAUNDRY
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Classes to Vie in
Volley Ball Game
Tourney Slated For
Week of April 15
Seventy girls have begun volley
ball practlOM for this year. The
p actices are held each Tuesday
and Wednesday afternoon from
4 until 6 o'clock. Each alrl must
have as many as 8 practices to
be eligible to plav in the games
Which will be played off in round
robin style the week of April 15.
Those girls so far supporting
their colors are Ma;i Winn. Sara
Boothe, Crews Bord-.-n. Sally Iiutchinson, Anne Aye-r Mary D"dson. Dot Johnson. Haniette Walker, Elizabeth Wa'l. liot Fischer,
Elizabeth Kidd. Mai'h.i Roberta,
Geraldine Beckner. Helen DeLong. Jeanne Haynes. Piddle
Haynes. Betsy Jennings. Penny
Hughes. Helen Wentz, Esther
Coleman. Mary Bookar.
Edna
Woodall. Jean Carr. Terry Buyers.
Jean Clarke. Nell Hurt. Cottie
Radspinner.
Helen Engleman.
Margaret Paster. Prance.-. Rosebro. Ellen Ebel. Doris Leonard.
Nelson Hawkins and Mildred Minger.
Sara Lawson, Maxim- PtlUpOtt,
Elva Andrews. Margaret 'Hiby.
Winnie Webb Buchanan Helen
Jeffries, Anne Cock. Jack Cock.
Anna Johnson. Elizabeth Eariow.
Corilda Chaplin. Helen Williamson. Jane Jones. Florence LM
LoulM Painter. Evelyn Krenning.
Doris Alvis. Nancy Pierpont. Eliza
Wise. Marjone Gooden. Betsy
Moore. Louise Phillips. Ruth
Fraughnaugh. Anne Price. Carol
Continued on Page 6

Esther Coleman, Petie Barnett
Helen Mcllwaine. Mary Sue Edmunson, Myra Smith, Betsy Jennings, Dot Fischer, Emil Ellis.
Pal Gibson. Crews Borden, Helen
Wentz, Catherine May and Kitty
Price are the girls to this date
who have signed up for the tennis
singles tournament.
It is requested that everyone
who expects to take part in the
tournament, sign up on the A. A.
Bulletin board as soon as possible
since matches are to begin Monday, April 15. The winner will
be determined by process of elimination.
Spring and (iolf Activities
Take Leisure Time of (iirls
As Spring is making a galant
effort to overcome the latest decrease in temperature, it has been
pointed out to us the golf is rapidly becoming one of the major
sports on our campus. This latest
fad around here of putting, swinging, driving, and what have you.
we are told can no longer be compared with ping pong, volley ball
or any other of the minor sports.
So high is the rate of interest in
golf these davs, that there are
some of us who feel it to be deserving of the highest ranking
possible in the sports world.
Daily girls flock to Longwood
and down to the golf school to improve their form and swing. Our
professional. Mr. Brown, tells us
that it is not too late to take advan: ag-e of this splendid opportunity which is open to us on our
campua, and that in the near future he hopes to see many more
shining bright new faces to join
the ranks at longwood.

COLLEGE

Helena

SHOPPE

Rubinstein

Special

Beauty Aid Products are now being sold at the . . .

For S. T. C. Girls
Il..imiliii >:• i Sandwich Sulad
French Fry Potatoes and Drink
25c
(all 200

Sign Up For Tourney!

SOUTHSIDE
DRUG STORE

VISITING CARDS
75c a hundred
Also other expensive styles

G. F. BUTCHER CO.
"The Convenient Store"
Dealer in fancy groceries and
confectioneries
■■ii" Hleh Stret
Farmvllle. Va.

By ANNE SEVILLE BARNETTE
Say, kids, my "roomie" just breezed in from a visit to
that popular spot behind the library known as the tennis
courts, and I'm tolling you, she's just about to talk my ears
off! Seems as though there's a single tournament jroin'
On over there that's got most everybody all "het up" over
the game. I think, if it's as wonderful and "percitin" as
she claims, that I'll RO over and have a look. Tell you what,
let's all go! That would be fun, wouldn't it? From what
I hear those matches are tight, and you know how B few
cheers stimulate and urge you on to victory. You may be
ready to drop from exhaustion but when vou can feel that
there are friends nearby who have enough faith in your
ability to come out and root for you—well, somehow or
other, you reach down into those proverbial boots and pull
out that extra ounce of energy. Come on, now. be honest
with yourself. Haven't you at least one friend in that tournament whom you would like to see win? .Matches are
played off each and every afternoon this week, so we'll be
lookin' for you!
Come closer, little ones, I've a deep dark secret to whispe- in your ear. You know that Red and White are out in
front in the race for the Color Cup, don't you'.' Well, had
you thought about the fact that unless Green and White
forges ahead with points gained in volley ball and tennis,
they are lost chickens? It's true. It's also true that those
in the lead now are determined to stay there. It's lots of
fun being in the limelight, and I've a hunch that each team
is going to do its best to win in these last two chances for
points.
Volleyball has just oodles of "fiends", and they are out
for every practice. There's something about this sport that
appeals to everyone. It takes practice and skill just as all
others do, and it calls for just as much cooperation from
each player. Every member of the team can play at once,
too, which definitely makes it more interesting. There are
nine of the so-called "benchwarme»\s" in the gym these
days—but they sho' keep that floor hot with their tripping.
dancing feet! Next week the class games will be played off.
so be sure to get in your eight practices if you want to be
in on a lot of fun. It is fun, especially when someone misses
a high one and takes a tumble!
Guess the members of the golf team will be getting
snooty pretty soon, now that they are making weekly trips
to the Lynchburg Country Club. I can't blame them because
is does sound rather ritzy, doesn't it'.' I saw something the
other day that amused me a great deal. Hemember those
pretty days last week when the sun was gracing us with its
warmest rays and the breezes were playing havoc with our
"prettiful" curls? Some few of our budding golfers went to
Longwod to "putter" around a bit. Well, sir, I've never in
my life seen such blushing beauties as they had been transformed into when they returned. And such sore complexions as they had the next morning! Oh. my! (Haven't
noticed any peeling noses as yet, but look around, maybe
you can spot a couple). I 'spec" maybe it's worth it, though,
isn't it, you fiends and fans?

$2.45 $2.95

Weyanoke Beauty
Shoppe
SPECIAL:

S3.50 Duart Perm*., now

J2.50

S5.00 Oil Perm*, now

$3.50

Shampoo, tinner wave, regular
price

Golf <; OSSip
By Carroll Brown
Professional. Long wood
I can promise you that the Old
Pro would not be here this time
if he did not feel that he had
plenty to rant and rare about.
In spite of the usual opposition
that every new movement is subject to. The Spring Golf Association has gone over with a bang
That the members are leally interested is evidenced by the fact
that the Pio has been plenty
busy every day that Old King Bol
has been out.
And. the girls are doing splendidly It has been my pleasure to
see, all told, the best assrrtment
of shots this Spring 'hai I have
seen since coining heir Moot Ol
thin, are now ready to get some
experience playing, ami i.i order
that they may be .ubjei I to all
course conditions we plan to make
a trip to Lynchburg on Mondays.
In the time remaining this will
aPo:d every membe; i rnance to
go and every one should have a
fine time and learn a lot of goif
on these trips.
You. in the Spring Association
who have not gotten .tarted. are
going to miss out ii you do not
perk up and get on l\ e ball p tt'y soon. I might add tnat those
of you who are as yet undecided
about learning to pliv g ill should
do something about i" right away.
There is still time for vou to "oin
the Spring deal, and if you do. I
promise you that you will not only
learn some golf but you will a'so
have plenty of fun. Longwo >d is
great in this Spring weather pnd
all of us are really enioying it.
In conclusion I find I must harp
a bit on the Winter Golf Association delinquent accounts. A few
have shown the poorest spirit in
refusing or failing to pay their
bills. This money was guaranteed

LYNN'S
MUSIC STORE

by all the members and you who
have not paid are not only inconsiderate of me but also of your
fellow members in the association. I am happy to say that wc
have not. as yet. been forced to
face any such situation this
Spring.
It is with all of the afore-mentioned In mind that 1 look torward to these last two months.
Thus I find my very best gioiich
packed away with my temper, intending to let nothirg prevent
me from enjoying these las; days
at longwood to the fullest extent

Swing into Spring
With a complete

Tennis Outfit from
A & N STORK
Also
Lightweight Summer Jodphur*
in tan and brown

Ro se's
5-10-25c Store
ON THE CORNER
Cleansing Tissue
500 Sheet Box

15c
SHANNON'S
Good Food
Mixed Candies

Has the Musical Hits

Lovelace Electric
Shoe Shop

WHEN YOl- WISH UPON A
STAR"

"From old to new with any shoes"
Only First Class Material used
All Work Cusrsnteed

•ITS A BLUE WORLD

RIDING BREECHES—All colors, suede leather protectors on legs.

We Deliver

Martin the Jeweler

Sports Slants

Page

Smart Blouses,
d»-| AA & fl»1 QO
whites and pastels
«plel/U
wloe/O
New wedge heels are here, black and white—red and
yellow and blue
<J*C) AT & &<} (\{T
and white
*D&,L±U
tP*£e«7*J

THE HUB DEPT. STORE
APPRECIATES YOCK PATRONAGE

Hi

"STARLIT HOl'R"
"INDIAN SIMMER"

WILLIS, the Florist
Flowers for All Occasions

G R AY'S

PHONES 181—273

DRUG STORK
Perfumes—Toilet Articles

KLEANWELL
Cleaners & Tailors

KARMVII.I.E. VIRGINIA

Expert cleaainc, repairing and

PI RE DRCOS

MEDH INES

rrniudrllnj

Shampoo, Anger wave and manicure

85c
PHONE 331

HOW TO WIN BOY-FRIENDS
AND INFLUENCE STAG-LINES
By Dal. a Dorothy Clix
Door MUM Clix: I just receiver! the intercollegiate grand prize
for sculpture for my allegorical figure celled "Womanhood",
end the newepepen say I am the most "promising" sculptress

HAVE Y0L SEEN THE
CUTE PLAY SHOES
AT

BALDWINS

of any college woman today. I love my work, of course, and
spend a great deal of time with my hands dipped In modeling
clay, but oh, Miss Clix, the men just pass DM by for the other
girls in school here. Yet people say I am attractive. What can
1 do to make nice men notice me?
WONDKRING
Hear H muleriiifi: I have a
hunch you spend so much
AND HERE'S WHAT
effort on sculpture that
you spend practically none
YOU CAN DO ABOUT
at all "sculpturing" your
BEAUTIFUL NAILS
own physical charm. How
much time do you put Into
College womon,
makeup? Into an attractive
like lust i'licuis
hair-do? Yes, and do your
■ II in en everyfingernails shout to the
where, ere switchlag to tee beautiworld you've been working
ful new end difin clay? Thai's the place to
frrrnl-nail polish,
start! Have immaculately
ii t eA• oj.oee I
groomed fingernails, lusQoce on fetter,
keepe ■ beeutiful
trous, smartly colored
gem-herd lustre
then, who knows? men

may become putty in your
hands!

longer, resists
chipping longer.
And beil ofeTll-

AND NOW, DEAR,
READ THE NEXT
COLUMN CAREFULLY

it only costs 10
( onto, In lovely
fashinn;i|ipi"ver| shades. Have
the most beautiful Angernells in
■ i Ii!! liny in m <.i nss today! At cosmetic counters
evei yu hei I I

Quality—Price—Service

Main St.

Opposite P. O.

Phone 98
I'nder the inui'mtal of

HOTEL
WEYANOKE
Regular Meals
A La Carte Service

Salads & Sandwiches

"CHARLIE" JOHNSON
NOTICE—We now offer special
low student rates on RADIO
KEPAIR WORK!

Electric Appliance Co.
Armorv Hld|.

Phone «•

Patronize

(. K. CH APPELL CO.

Patterson Drug do.

Visit us for the

—AT—

BEST KOCNTAIN SERVICE

Money Saving Prices
—FOR—

Drugs and Toiletries
Expert
Prescription Service
Clean Fountain
Featuring
Southern Dairies "Velvet"
Ice Cream
\U MAIN STRUT

DRCMELLER'S
FANCY MEATS
AND GROCERIES

Farmville Mfg. Co.
Mill WOKR
RCILDINC. MATERIALS
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Fraternity Dance at I . I a.,
Xearby Cities Draw Many
Dm

MII claiming s T.
Among those attending
}. p. I fraternity formal in
I
' '. .: ',i...i Kudd.
Mar) Jam Rib inc. and Bill 8ton«
hmond .-nil manages to
Miss Grace Moran. of the
man) visitora Those who Science Department, spoke to the
Ruby Home Economics Club at a meetB<
Barnes, Dorothy ing held April 4. in the Student
Iti ■ xik tn-l-i OlOl .it M' i !'• Mary A Building lounge.
nl Martha Cobb, Josephine
In her talk on 'Home Life in
i
etl Heli 11 Dawaon, Toi Other Countries." Miss Moran
Dew Dealing Pauntleroy, Lena described the houses, the people's
Hubbard, Ada Harris, Jeanne c. dress and habits, and the food in
Hall Mary Harris, Virginia How- each ctuntry, as she traced her
, . Jam Joi ■ Pal ly Kilby, .John- journey through Norway. Finland,
nv LybrOOk, Anne Marshall. Sue Russia, and back across the conM irahall (Catherine Price, Pran- tinent. In closing. Miss Moran
,. Pop* Mar] Pattlcrew, Ada passed around picture of the midI
Bnyder, Mary I.011 Shan- night sun. sod-roofed houses, and
non. Anne 8tone, Mary Sue Sim- other sights seen on her trip
mon.- Prancea Btouanore, Keith abroad.
Smith, Mar] Oray Thompson.
A social followed, at which time
l:
Wmdham. Nancy Wolfe. Peg- refreshments were served.
llami Kii/abelh Wilk I
Orao Wall.in Carroll Costello.
Dorll Chesnut, Elaine Ross. May
Bartletl ami Pun) Moon
i
i |j
olni io Petersburg
The pledges of Alpha Sigma
Josle I" Cogsdate, Char- Alpht. entertained the members at
Inth Andrew,. Marls Crowdcr a party Thursday. April 4. at 9:00.
Martha Mavton Dorothy Mayes. An electric Clock was presented to
Plorlne Pride, Lorraine Swingle. the chapter, and games centered
Prances Bavory, Mary Williams. around "time" were played.
and I,ula Wmdham.
Refreshments put a finishing
i MI;
mi further eatsward on touch to the affair.
(o Suffolk, Portsmouth, Norfolk.
and Newport NeWS were: Paye
Brandon, Dorothy Johnson, Alice
Barium Gertrude Hair. Carol
Averett, Helen Rose Praetor, Elizabeth West, Jans Waller. Ollie
OilchrtSl and ESSlS Mlllner.
Ruth Lea Purdum, president of
Burkeyille had quite a few visit- the Junior Class, and Mr. S. M.
ors. Lillian Agnew, Jacqueline Holton. professor of education,
Hards. Baylia Kuni Pranoss Kash, represented S. T. C. at College
Frames Mallory. Virginia Morns, Day held at George Washington
and Ruth I'alinorc.
High School, Danville, Virginia.
Those who Journeyed to Lynch- on April 3.
burg were: Roberta Grigg. Emily
Dean Herring, from Duke UniHoskins, Polly Hughes, Dtoa Mc- ver-ity. was the speaker for the
Daniel Mary Mason. Elizabeth occasion. His topic was "OraduaRalph, Mary Riggan, Virginia tion-What Next?" In the afterWorley Hetty Ymmberg and Yates noon the representatives held a
Carr.
conference with the parents of the
Aiming those visiting In Roa- high school students.
noke win' Elizabeth Barrett, DorThe Home Economics Departis Bishop
Margaret Bowling.
Prancea Elletl
Dorothy Eades. ment of the high school served
Qeraldlne Hatcher, Dorothy Men- dinner to the visitors for College
efee, Nancy Naff, Mary M. Perry. Day
Elisabeth Bummerfleld, Shirley |
Stephens.
Ma)
vTlnn,
Anne,
Whitlow. Louise I';.inter, and]
Mane Utt.
I > it,\ Ull Called Betty Mae Ayers.
Nam \ Bryan) Anne Covington,
Bars Cm i ie .i.nine Elliot). and
Edna Mae MicNeal.

i

Miss Moran Speaks
To Home Ec Club

A. S. A. Party

Sororities Choose
New Heads

Joy and gaiety filled the "Rec"
Wednesday. April 3 at 9:30 when
the membership committee of the
Y. W. C. A. sponsored an informal party for the Eig and Little
Sisters.
Strains of college soni;; played
by Zekes Zippers, v elcomed the
KU'sts. The musical program consisted of "Oh. Johnny '. "In the
Mood", and other popular favo nes. Peggy Bellus featured vocalist, did the solos on "Comes
Love" and "I Love You Truly". A
community sing" was held as the
party joined in ot. "Sweetheart
of Sigma Chi". "Kappa Alpha
Rose", and other fraternity songs.
Refreshments consisted of delicious punch and Pinkie.;. Daning followed.
Committees for the affair wi ie
ntertainment. Lillian Wahab.
Jean Hall and Ellen Hudgins;
publicity. Lottie Herald and Anne
Moore: refreshments. Nancy Naff
Elizabeth Bernard. Doiothy Childress, May Bryant tad Pi
Lou Boyette.

Seven of the eight sororitiss on
The Y. W. C. A. sponsored i
campus have elected their Offlcera
tea on April 4. at 8:30 P. M.. ii
for the coming year. The others
the Y. W. C. A. lounge. This tet
will be elected in the next few
was given in order to arouse in
weeks.
terest in a drive to be put on a
Alpha Sigma Alpha has elected
S. T. C. for the benefit of thi
Polly Keller, president; Betty
Chinese College students. Simllai
Pahr, vice-president; and Ethel
drives have been put on at Duki
Carr, secretary. Ethel's assistant
University.
the University o
It I lens Hardy Kilmon and Bobby
North Carolina, and Randolph
Latture is treasurer, assisted by
Macon Women's College.
Carolyn Harvey. Mary Jane RitMis. Crawford, a former mis
chie is Pan Hellenic representasionary to China, made a talk or
tive and Esther Atkinson, alterChina and the present condition:
nate.
existing there.
PI Kappa Sigmu selected Louise
The Oriental atmosphere piePainter to serve as president with
vailed in decorations and refreshBoonie Stevenson as vice-presiments. Mrs. Hallie Lain-!, who doli nt: Kay Phillips, secretary: Jo
nated Chinese tea for the affair
Ware, corresponding secretary and
poured tea and wps dressed lr
Ruth Winstead. treasurer. Elsye
Chinese robes.
Bsirys Yates will be Pan Hellenic
The social committee of .he Y
epiesentative and Boonie StevenW. C. A. had charge of the decoson, alternate
rations and refreshments. ApPaye Brandon will head Alpha
prr>:imately sixty girls, representS'gma Tau and Anne Turner will
ing the various organizations or
serve as vice-president
Louise
•he campus, were invited guests.
Hall is secretary: Mane Thompson corresponding secretary: Jean
Moyer. treasure:: Fiances Pritin the college of education field
lutt Pan Hellenic representative,
It has 23 chapters in college:
throughout the country and 3!
and Ruth Shumate, alternate.
alumnae chapters located in clPhi Zeta Sigma chase Sue Mar-1
I xtending from Boston, Masshall, president; Martha Cobb.
sachusetts to San Diego. Califorvice-president; Nahrea Coleman
nia
secretary: Julia Hutcheson. corresponding secretary:
Marjorie
Holt, Pan Hellenic representative,
'By Associated Collegiate Pressi
and Martha Cobb. alternate.
In the first SO years of its exisSigma Sigma Sigma elected
tence,
the State College of WashNancy Pierpont. president: Helen sentative with Elizabeth Ann
Seward, vice-president: Rachel' Parker as alternate. Patsy Flet- ington granted a total of 10.095
degrees.
DeBerry, recording secretary: Jane cher is the new chaplain
Lee Hutcheson. corresponding sec- i
retary: Harriett Scott, treasurer:
Nan Duer. Pan Hellenic representative: and Nancy Naff, alternate.!
Theta Sigma Upsilon elected
Virginia Howell. president; For.MA DErsstlns Whitaker. vice-president;
MI
Sizes
Mildred Harry, secretary; Mary
Louise Cox, treasurer: Harriet
Just received, newest Kabardine
rt»-a Qf7
Raskins, Pan Hellenic representaskirts. All colon
«pA«I/l
tive, and Anne Price, alternate.
Dorothy Menelee w ill head Mu
Omega next year. Anne Benton:
will succeed Dot as vice-head with
First to Shoic the Seirest
May Bartlett as secretary and
Yates Carr as treasurer. Sara
Cline will be Pan-Hellenic repre-

The!a Sigma Upotion
Members and pledges of Theta
Sigma Upsilon will be entertained
at a party in the chapter '.oom
Wednesday. April 10 by Mildred
Harry and Mary Lou Cunningham.

S. T. C Represented at
Danville College Day

EACO THEATRE

Volley Ball
Continued from Page 5
Pugh. Dorothy Anderson. Virginia
Firesheets. Hallie Hillsman. Mar^e
Nimmo. Grey Walden. Viyra
Smith. Helen Mclllwaine. Essie
Millner. Anne Ware, Agsie Pierce
and Polly Clements.

Dr. Koo
Continued from Page 1
Dr. Koo closed by te'ling 'if the
rising interest of the Chinese people in Christianity. Dr. Koo. who
is at present Secretary of thf
World's Student Christian A >
ciation. was sponsored by the Y.
W, C. A.

BmkstGt

HAHV MATS AT 3:45 P. M.
lri~Sal . April li-Vi

Many Husbands"
Our <iaiiR Comedy—News
U.tl Thins. I ri Sat
tpril n i hi ii in

"TIID

IMIX

Hop Says
Keep Vour l.iulit I'.i-lcls
Leaking Spring)
I'lli.lie ". Illllll si.
IVrrx smith
Itepn-seiiUtlvr

t'arnivlllr. VlrjInU
Membei

Pederal flanajnn system
:«; Deposit Ins Corp

NEWBERRVS
.")(• !()c 25c
Storo
Yolanda 500 Shoots
Facial Tissues
10c Hox

L

I AIR* CHES—MEXICAN

$2.45

DOROTHY MAY STORE

ountm
These three qualities—MILDNESS,
COOLNESS, TASTE ... are the sum and
substance of real smoking pleasure.
You enjoy all three in Chesterfield's right combination of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos.

CLARK GABLE
11\ IEN LEJGH
"Gone R Uh tin Wind"

Trust Company

Five members of Alpha Chapter of Alpha Sigma Alpha, social
sorority, and their adviser. Miss
Grace Moran. will leave Saturday, April 13. for Washington, D.
C, where they will attend the
regional meeting to be held at the
Wardman Park Hotel. April 13
and 14.
Planning the trip are Virginia
Lee Pettis. Polly Keller. Shirley
McCalley. Betty Fahr. Ethel Carr
and Miss Moran.
Regional meeting will be attendi d by representatives from Temple University. Drexel Institute of
Technology, Marshall College, Madison College. Farmville. and
alumnae chapters from Virginia.
West Virginia, and Pennsylvania.
Miss Evelyn G. Bell and Mrs.
Charles Moyer. national president
and national sec-etary. respectively, will also be present.
The meeting will open with ■
luncheon on Saturday, to be followed by business meetings. A
formal banquet and midnight
spread will form the evening's entertainment.
Kitty Roberts, Farmville graduate of '39. is regional director,
and Mrs Julia Derr Jones, also
a Farmville alumna, will be the
official hostess. Fa:mville chapter
will have charge of the midnight
spread.
Alpha Sigma Alpha is one of
the oldest sororities functioning

Chinese Tea Giver
By Y. W. C. A.

v7oing "two packs at a time" because
Chesterfield is today's definitely milder,
cooler - smoking, better-tasting cigarette

JEAN ARTHUR
FRED MacMURRAY
MEL\ I'.Y DOUGLAS

Planters Hank &

GtrU to Regional Meet

fiats (y&esfe/fie/c/

MAE WEST
II . C. FIELDS
"Mil Lit Hi ( liukadee"
( iilm ( artiimi—News
Miin.Tllev April IB-IB

Tickets niiu mi sale at
olliee

.1. S. .1. Sends Fire

V. ^. Committee
Sponsors Party

At over a million places
where cigarettes are sold you
can see these clean white Chesterfield packages going into more
pockets and more handbags
every day. All over the country
smokers are finding out you can't
buy a better cigarette.

c4fiss Slasta
Pcdcrxett
. . . the smiling hostess
who welcomes ftuests
at one of New York's
must famous hotels.
She will tell you Chesterfield is the busiest
i-1Hiii c tie in the place.

Today's DEFINITELY MILDER, Cooler-Smoking, Better-Tasting Cigarette

.T |hi win
LlOHTTS Mtiu luiocuCo

t
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Pi Gamma Mu Host to National
Officers at Annual Banquet
Dr. Patterson, Pre*.,
Dr. Hayden, Guests
Virginia Gamma chapter of Pi
Gamma Mu. national honor society in social science held its

.spring

banquet

el

Longwood.

Saturday evening April 6 at 6:30
P. M in honor of the fourteenth
anniversary of its founding.
Dr. Russell Patterson, bead of
the department of Soda! Studiei
MI University Of Pennsylvania and
national president of Pi Gamma
Mu ma pre—nt for the oi
n
and the speaker of the evening
was Dr. James J. Hayden. profi oi of law at Catholic Universlty in Washington. D. C. now
serving U national council for Pi
(lamina Mu. Dr. Hayden. who is
a nationally recognized authority
on aviation law. centered his talk

around the effects ol Increasing
air traffic upon the future social
oi del

Other guests included Dr JameE. Walmsley. Mr and Mrs. S. M.
Holton. Mrs. James J. Hayden

and the faculty members of

PI

Gamma Mu.
During the course of the evening toasts were proposed 10 Pi
Gamma Mu and to its national
Officers by Prances Pop- and Lolana Mixitnaw. and gifis were presented to Mr. S. M. Helton, adviser, and to Dons Chesnir. president for their work In the society
throughout the year.

"Taki On ol These—"
"Take one of these little pills
every two hours and drink plenty
it water
These are the passwords of the old institution The
Infirmary. They may sound like
a death-knell to some of us. but.
boy, they bring a cure'
How many of us do they help?
Well, here's the answer. At the
end of the first quarter. 155 mils
blinked there, for at least one
night anyway and 730 girls entered the door with the "Doctor In"
siiMi hanging out.
Sounds as if we aren't such a
healthy bunch after all. But wait
thai Christmas holiday in Florida I'Mclcnilv gave IH all the vitamins we needed cause during the
winter quarter only 130 girls had
to claim a bi d and 4fi5 went down
for office treatment
Colds :.mount to about onetlurd of the complaints
Any
trouble is welcomed!?) in the ole
Pill BOX so don't hesitate > P. S.
If you're lucky, you might get a
bed In the ward by that snazzy

new radio ■

Briefly hare's ■ story
half in a peanut .shell

and
All

a
the

enern the vn rage person uses
In his thinking during one day
could ix- obtained by eating one
peanut sayi Di I Alfred Wolf.
late profeeani of biology at
the University of Pittsburgh, The
average college student however
uses that much eneigy m one

hOUl - sustained mental work
The average college student takes
from i 200 to 2400 calories ■ day
for mere subsistence Anything
he dues even catmr. must be
added to this basal metabolism
figure II i
[OOtball player, tin instance, needs enough
energy to ralat
ol water from freesug to boUlni point
You could talk for two hou
the men [J fOU need to eat your
food * '<ivdaj
Ifajbe that's the
origin ol the
Bhe'd rathei talk than eat
Then the
student who plays Bach on the
pian.i adds only -to calories to ins
basal metabolism; If he plays one
of Teddj Wilson's musical gyra-

oye I t Ied s
Jf
I• 5? n }
Undine
n a Purpose in Life
New ^. W. President
*
y
JJ§ Problem Facing Students

Jean Moyer. new president of
the Y. W. C. A., was installed by '
Dorothy Eades. OUt-SOW praat-'
By SARA CLINE
pie often gathered. It became a
dent. Monday. April 1. at , can-;
""«"«■ • "»'»«* '« ""in. j fort oMbanqu at.for them .So I
dlelight service in the large andi- > *e "met Perplexing problem !perlences as a teacher and as a
' that I have found on college camconfidant caused me to enter this
toiium.
puses." began Mrs. Grace Sloan
After taking oath of Office Jean Overton, teacher, lecturer, and field."
As to how long she has been
installed the other Officers
and author on men-women relations,
when
interviewed
Friday.
April
5.
lecturing
to college groups. Mrs.
heads of committees Other ofiiOverton
said
that since 1933 she
"Unemployment
has
stimulated
ceis arc Martha Wh-lehei. vicethis
search
for
a
purpose
more
has
been
visiting
college campresident: Lucy Turnbull. secretary: Carolyn Harvey, uaiffjier than anything else since it has puses and attending voung peoto ples conferences. Before 1933.' Mis
Frances Rosebro. sophomore coun- caused traditional patterns
selor, and Ellen b.bel, freshman becom" blurred. Breaking
this Overton taught at New York Uni
counselor,
•coich for a purpose into its two varsity,
Thoye servi.i* a, heads! if com- mast practical problems. I find
"This impresses me as being
mittees for the coming year are that the questions of how to make
the most sincere generation."
Nancy Pierpn.it. service
Bara a living and how to attain a succommented Mrs. Overton when
O.'ne. member■hin: Rachel '<-b- cessful marriage are the main
asked how
students
impressed
l.M- library; A1 i- L'lle't social; concerns of students." continued
her. The questions you ask show
Su* Dunlap. • n in 1 coop-rati <; Mrs. Overton.
that you are thinking and are
Emma Noblin. tewn girls; Betty
Mrs. Overton went on to say trying to do the right thing in
H. ••kins, muslo;
Eleau :
Foik,
that the most interesting feature the light way. Your daring patP'.pyers; Lillian Uernian, pit'.Ji- of campus thought to her was
terns me improving and your bee*tv Charlotte Oresham,
world
the emphasis that
was
being havior has improved much in the
Iclli wship; <n:l Ch Ibbv
Heard
placed on religious faith. It is past five years. You have more
sirg
Mr. S. M, Holton. Mrs. J. J. Ilayrtcn. Dr. J. J. Hayden. naso vital to the students ind they social insights." continued Mrs
tional council member, and Dr. It. Patterson, national president of
have actually found that it im- Overton.
Pi '..iniiii.i Mu
plements them—by implementing
"What do I think of the names.
I say that they feel a sense of of divorce?" exclaimed Mrs. Overfulfillment.'
1 ton -young people take maniage
Two Dartmouth College kitchen
When
Miss
Grace
B.
Moran
head
of
questioned
as
to
how
her
too casually—that! the main
workers recently did what man
, the geography department
and' 'nUMe*t ,n 'hls *«* commenced, fault Then there's the lack of
By Gerry Ackiss
_ _
. "
. .
president of the Farmville Alum- **rs Overton emphasized that it t aining. Parents should realize
dld not
^in ™ a hobby, but their responsibility of educating
Artie Shaw has remounted his inception of the pay telephone- nae Association will speak at a
|ew ol,t of mv
fool
a
slot
machine—when
thev
joint
meeting
of
the
Hopewell
Ro"R
trying to smooth their children in social problems"
throne as "King of the Clarinet".
out
Mrs. Overton concluded by sayjarred
the
mechanism
of
the
dintary
Club
and
the
Farmville
the
differences
between young
Three months have passed since
in
1
ing that our campus lmpie.-s-d
Ins nan
hall nickelodeon
nickelodeon wnile
while moung
moving Alumnae Association at 6.30 P. M.. mi
'" and women
*ar days
his abdication and flight to Mexi- ing
Everything
was so P**
changed
after her as being very llvelv and pioco. But now he is bCOk with a it. The machine started to play £jg; vfrgjma
the war. patterns that had for- gressive "The questions asked to31 piece band1 Shaw declares that
of Its own accord and reeled off, Miss Moran will speak
and mpl'>' (tuided relationships be- night
showed
good
clear cut
the general id-i of adding more
instruments is not to get away 150 selecions without benefit of; show slides taken while on her tween the two sexes were broken thinking and that you are pying
European trip last summer.
I had a studio where young peo- to find a philosophy of life."
from swing music, but to present j nlc*els
dance music wi'h more co'or and [
variety. However. Artie's scorching clarinet still has the same old
thrill His first recording Is of two
little Mexican ditties. "Frenesi"
and "Adios.
Ma.ouiia
I inda".
They really are Wonderful features
Another hit is cha'ked up this
week as "Polka Dots and Moonbeams' climbs swiftly to the top.
It is distinctly cut of the ranks
of ordinary "pop"
ballads. As
played on the Tommy Dorsey
trombone and sung by Prank Sinatra, this tune cannot mis.'.
Larry Clinton's new songstress.
Helen Southern, reveals a soundly placed voice on he- first record
for the Clinton band. "Tiny Old
Town" and "You Oughta Hang
Your Heart in Shame differ in
style the first being medium >weet
swing and the last. .1 'as; swing,
but Miss BOUhern does them both j
up right She's a humdinger!
The new "Sierra Sue" fits Sammy Kaye's orchestra to perfection Tommy Ryan doubles the
value of the recording with a
smooth vocal chorus. On the other side tenor Clyde Burke sings
"Please Take a
Letter,
Miss
Brown." which will prove to be |
an intriguing ditty.
All who saw "Road to Singa- |
pore" are familiar with the rhyth- j
mu novelty
Sweet Potato Piper" which was recently released
by Dorothy Lamour. Also on this
record ll Palms of Paradise", a|
tropical ballad
featuring Miss
1 amour's sultry voice ind Lou
Brings
lush orchestral
work.
Really easy on the eats!

Platter (hatter

Miss Moran to Speak

DAVIDSON'S

Presents the Newest Styles for Spring

WE HA>E SPARED NO EXPENSE IN ORDER TO SECURE
THE VERY FINEST AND THE LATEST STYLES FOR DRESS
AND SPORT WEAR. SEE US FOR THfi NEWEST AND YOU
WILL NOT BE MISLED.
SKIRTS
For Sport and Dress Wear. Plaids, and Solids in all the
newest styls and colors.

$11.98 «i $2.98
BLOUSES

A Lovely Assortment of colors in all the New Pastel
shades.

$1.00 »nd $1.98

Honor Roll

Continued from Page ?
M Rosalie Rogers. Dorothy Rollins lane ROSenberger, Marguerite RUBS, Elizabeth
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I) R E S S E S
The finest assortment we have ever seen. Chambray
Wash Silks, and many other styles

$3.50 up
SPORT OXFORDS
Black and white saddle with black or red rubber soles

$2.25 up

DAVIDSON'S, Inc
THE COLLEGE GIRLS HEADQUARTERS

